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This report provides a warning to manufacturers of oligonucleotides and 
diagnostic laboratories alike to remain vigilant for contamination issues in 
popular RT-PCR reagents. Vigilance will help avoid delays in crucial 
laboratory responses now and in future outbreak events.



Dear Customer,

In the interest of one of our corporate values, transparency, please be
aware that if you intend to use qPCR primers and/or probes for detection
of SARS-CoV-2(For Research Use Only. Not for Use In Diagnostic
Procedures), the order may contain trace amounts of long oligo templates
(commonly ordered for positive control assays).

We are expending considerable resources to resolve this oligonucleotide
industry problem that leads to signals in No Template Control assays and
will provide another update as soon as a solution is in place.

We encourage you to run a No Template Control always, no matter
the source of your oligonucleotides.



Thank you Kathryn Harris, Great Ormond Street NHS Foundation Trust

Duplex: N & Rnase P Triplex: N, Rnase P & PDVH





Test for it

• Assume reagents may contain contamination (Figure 1A). Quality control reagents prior to
their use (primers, probes, PCR mastermix, water) using at least 10 negative control
replicates (alongside a positive control).

• Aliquot reagents for single time use, especially nuclease-free water.
• Implement control procedures that include extraction blanks that contain carrier RNA; the

latter (present in negative patient extracts) is important for measuring low level
contamination. Consider using multiple extraction blanks to detect low level
contamination.

• Further information on the source of contamination can be provided by including reverse
transcription negative reactions; this will confirm DNA and not viral RNA as the source.

Suggestions
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Apply caution when results are close to assay the limit of detection

• Beware of large numbers results with high Cq values.
• Consider the pattern of results. If low signal positives are not randomly distributed (e.g. if

they occur adjacent to a high titre sample) this could point at cross-contamination. Consider
repeating such low positive samples.

• Consider influences of pre-analysis and sample cross-contamination.
• If possible test for more than one SARS-CoV-2 target gene.

Suggestions



Take preventive measures

• Physically separate PCR setup and sample handling steps (and equipment) from those used
for PCR analysis. Ideally use pre- and post-PCR rooms.

• Consider steps during preparation that may lead to contamination through aerosol
production: pipetting (high throughput), centrifuges, etc. may lead to small amounts of
aerosol that can result in cross-contamination.

Suggestions



Get rid of it

• Discard all reagents linked to contaminated reactions. While systematic evaluation may
determine which reaction component is the culprit, it is often more resource efficient to start
from scratch.

• Deep clean the laboratory using proven solutions that destroy nucleic acids (e.g. bleach and UV)
• If contamination persists, users may need to redesign assay to different part of the pathogen’s

genome

Suggestions
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